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(a)(i)

Usually answered well except some students forgot to plot the band diagram

(ii)



(iii)

Many students did not recognise that the boundary conditions allow a travelling wave solution. Many students gave wavevectors that were out by a factor of 2, because they chose standing wave solutions

(iv)

Some students, incorrectly, attempted to derive the formula from the 3D density of states formula. Some students forgot that there are 2 spins which doubles the density of states.


Usually answered well though some students didn’t cancel out the E terms



(b)(i)

(b)(ii)

Usually answered well

Not all students explicitly mentioned Bloch’s theorem. Some students, erroneously, described the validity as being related to the occupancy of the bands



(b)(iii)

Usually answered well. Many students had incorrect units though (especially stating m-3 and units containing J)



Mostly answered well. Range of candidates got confused with suitable acceptor element and site, and with carrier statistics that were meant to be simple here (from formula sheet).


Usually answered well. Some candidates got confused with requirement for Schottky contact for p-type semiconductor.



Pinch-off generally well explained. Mixed range of answers re the formation of required Ohmic contacts

Velocity saturation answered well, but some candidates drew output characteristics of MOSFET here, and few added transfer characteristics

Usually answered well



Bandstructure of heterostructure generally well sketched. Not many candidates offered answer to second part which needed oversight and making connection with first part of lectures.
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(a)

(i)

(ii)

Usually answered well. Some students had surprisingly committed the formula for Nc in terms of m* to memory, giving a more circuitous way to the answer

Usually answered well, although some students forgot the units for mobility



(iii)

(iv)

Usually answered well if students remembered F = q v x B

Usually answered well



(b)

Not all students identified C as the metal. Many students didn’t identify the slope in the low and high temperature regions as the key indicators of the dopant ionisation energy and bandgap energy, respectively



(c)

Answered well but many students didn’t perform the calculation and left the energy in terms of fundamental constants



Usually answered well. Some answers lacked detail on how lifetime can be extrapolated

Usually answered well.


Some confusion here, with some candidates trying to start with Master equation and not recognising simple continuous uniform illumination



First part usually answered well, many candidates did not calculate transit time

Explanation of amplification usually answered well, but not many offered quantitative answer.


Candidates who attempted this part usually answered well.
Candidates who attempted this part usually answered well.




Some candidates confused with this part, reflected by large range of different sketches, but not many recognising that both junctions are in forward bias

Many candidates confused this with heterostructured emitter junction improvement, and did not connect to transit time argument here
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